dr. Mira Omerzel - Mirit

CORONAVIRUS AND THE TIMES OF CRISIS
SPIRITUAL AND BIO-ENERGY ASPECTS OF HEALTH AND DISEASE
REFLECTIONS PART 3
Every situation and every event can be observed and seen from different points of view. From
different levels of awareness. We usually think that the truth is one; only one. However,
everyone sees and understands the world from their own level of consciousness. And in a
human’s mind, the world is frequently the way that the human wants to see it. Even the
Christian Bible states: 'Go your way; and as you have believed, so let it be done for you.' That is
why any different opinion, any opinion that is in OPPOSITION to what is seemingly valid
and accepted, is extremely important! Who says that our authority figures see correctly?
Perhaps they simply refuse to see the current situation the way it actually is!? These days we are
told that we should listen to the experts! But who is an expert? Is it the one who draws
conclusions and causes confusion and panic without any preliminary accurate (scientific)
research and analysis or is it the one who warns, pointing out that the situation could well be
completely different from what is being recklessly adopted and claimed. For example, we in
fact do not yet have a precise analysis of coronavirus and its effects. In such a case, an
opposing view can serve as a good control mechanism to prevent matters from heading into
harmful extremes.
So: is everything really the way it is being portrayed within the currently accessible claims
and information, by the media (journalists) and government officials around the world,
who are repeating one after another a welter of unverified information? What kind of drama
(or farce) are we perhaps unknowingly acting out? People who see things in a broader and
different way are usually unfortunately silenced, they even ‘disappear’ (take, for example,
the case of the doctor and patient in China who stated that the situation was different from
official reports). This centuries old practice is being repeated time and time again. In Slovenia, a
doctor who disagreed with the government’s quite ‘military’ (too strict!?) measures resigned
from her position as government advisor in the first week of April. What is more, it is suggested
that the new Slovene government disregards the opinions issued by the National Public
Health Institute. Why? Who benefits from such procedures and what are those benefits? Is
power really so intoxicating for some?
We are psycho-physical beings. Beings of body and spirit. And this spirit can get far wilder
than we might think or expect, as demonstrated by various fanatical positions (both religious and
political) throughout the agonising history of our planet.
I have no intention of talking about conspiracy theories, only about issues that an increasing
number of doctors and conscious individuals are pointing out: that this year’s
CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) is perhaps not so ‘mean and deadly’ after all. Meaningful
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scientific studies about it have reportedly not yet been completed and statistical data are
superficial, incorrect and fail to take everything into account. Current tests for infections are
false and imprecise, the dead are counted haphazardly, often disregarding whether the actual
cause of a death was the virus or not. So, what if the panic and collective psychosis are
unnecessary? Coronavirus in 2020 is said to be no more dangerous, no more lethal than the
annual virus infections that have come before it, no more dangerous than a common cold.
This is also the claim of Croatian medical doctor Lidija Gajski and of others from around the
world (read the article: Dr. Lidija Gajski: Korona histerija .../Logicno.com). Gajski states that it
was mostly the elderly, aged between 80 and 90, that died in the season of infections during
previous years, too. But they had been suffering from other chronic diseases and health
problems before catching an infection. Which means that this additional virus would have
been (and still is) fatal for them as well. However, it is not the only cause of death. The
outcome depends on their immunity and vitality. Gajski claims that the mortality statistics
are false, for they fail to take into account the real causes of death, but this is apparently
almost impossible to establish in cases when a person has several underlying conditions. The
situation in previous years in Slovenia and abroad was reportedly similar. Many people
everywhere die from the ‘ordinary’ flu. So, what is actually happening? Is the virus really
more deadly this year or are we simply weaker and more vulnerable? And if the latter is the
case – why is it so? Some infected people reportedly have no symptoms at all. If this holds
true, the question then arises – how come? Every winter, viruses send a certain number of
people to their graves, mostly the weak and those who lack vitality. A neighbour of mine, a
retired farmer came out with an interesting thought yesterday: “It’s just like in nature: only the
weak become ‘prey’!” Caring for the elderly certainly is touching, but I cannot get rid of the
impression that this caring involves other motives.
In line with this year’s decrees, everyone over 65 is in the higher risk group (in Serbia, they
are not even allowed to leave their homes!?). Well, I’m not far off that age. Which means that in
the future, when the virus reappears in a new (mutated) form, my movement will also be
even more restricted compared to others. But IT’S NOT ABOUT AGE, it’s about a
person’s vitality and immunity, actually about their LACK OF VITALITY AND THEIR
FRAILTY! Averages in statistics can be very misleading, while passing decrees willy-nilly
(and in the light of our experiences in care homes for the elderly) can be erroneous.
I had a cold at the beginning of March (I was probably somewhat burned out, overburdened and
too tired). My nose was running and I was sneezing. But feeling under the weather did not
stop me from being very creative and working a lot every day. This happened at a time when
there were no decrees regarding coronavirus in Slovenia and still no testing. Well, my sneezing
and sniffling lasted only a few days. But I could just as easily have caught a virus
(coronavirus?) infection, because I had been bending over people who were sneezing on me
during energy cleansing and recharging sessions. I have not been to a doctor for more than 35
years. There has never been any need to. But in the previous three winters, I, too, caught
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winter infections. To be honest, I always recovered quickly, but this has made me wonder: how
come? Why are things different now? What has changed? I think what was going on has
become clearer to me (my psycho-physical overload caught up with me). I would like to share
with you these insights in more detail.
It was only later, when I was listening to a medical doctor from a medical institution in Golnik
(unfortunately I forgot his name) that it dawned on me that my ‘cold’ may well have been a
coronavirus infection, luckily a mild version of it. This doctor had said that COVID-19 can
manifest in different ways: if the infection stays in the area of the nose, it can show up just
like a common cold with sneezing and sniffling, but if it moves to the bronchia or deeper into
the lungs, the result can be dangerous, with even deadly pneumonia (as is pneumonia in itself
anyway). The first form of infection is mild, whereas the latter can be DEADLY, especially in
the case of a REDUCED VITALITY and GREATER TOXICITY OF THE ORGANISM.
Why are there MORE AND MORE PEOPLE in the world DYING from this virus, which
can often take on a far milder form? Perhaps we need to seek out answers and solutions!
But – regardless of the damage and severe health problems the virus can cause people – the
question that is coming up more and more is whether the methods (just like during previous
years?) and all these restrictions (isolation, lockdown, social distancing, movement
restrictions, etc., with penalties for their violation) are A REAL PROTECTION AND THE
RIGHT MOVE at all? Won’t all of this, especially the STRESS that accompanies the
restrictions, make many people even weaker? And the consequence will be: even LOWER
IMMUNITY. In my previous reflections (see Facebook, 2nd April) I described the effects of
stress and the effects of destructive thoughts and emotions on the body. Right now I only
want to suggest that we are PERHAPS NOT TACKLING THE VIRUS PREVENTION IN
THE CORRECT WAY! IT IS INCREASINGLY OBVIOUS THAT HUMANS ARE
BECOMING LESS AND LESS RESISTANT to the conditions in their environment, which
include the VIRUSES that mutate every year, even month by month – and those viruses are
becoming ever stronger, more aggressive, veritable monsters.
More and more medical doctors are warning about the increasing INEFFECTIVENESS of
the ANTIBIOTICS that are known to us. One of the effects of the long-term and widespread
overprescription of antibiotics is that the most resistant and the strongest viruses survive
every year. And those viruses are the seeds of the virus infections that appear in the following
year. The irresponsible prescription of antibiotics – just in case and for every minor ailment
– is slowly taking its revenge on us. That’s how we nurture new ‘superviruses’. And
numerous researchers and medical doctors from all over the world have been warning about this.
Indeed, it appears that soon all known antibiotics will be totally useless, but there’s even more
to it – those useless antibiotics actually SLIME OUR ETHERIC BODIES, which are the
sheaths of every living being (opiates and painkillers have a similar effect), and as a result,
LIFE ENERGY CANNOT FLOW through the body fully and freely for at least six months.
We are tired and lack strength without it. If we do not have enough life energy, our immunity
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drops and we fall ill. Whereas we are alive and healthy if we have sufficient life energy. And
if we add not enough movement into the mix – especially among young people (mobile phones
and web information are oh so interesting!?), we get unhealthy immobile people. Allegedly
even pre-school children find it very difficult to climb up the local hill – even up a very low
hill. Such people will quite quickly succumb to all kinds of external influences, to bacteria,
viruses, infections.
So, what is the main reason for our lack of vitality? It is becoming increasingly obvious that
the reason lies in the POLLUTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE HIGH
(excessive) LEVELS OF TOXICITY IN HUMAN BODIES, caused by the use of ever
greater quantities of medications that lead to chemical toxicity. Chemicals taken just in case
or to stop us from sensing the alarm bells of our body is what burdens human beings and their
energy potential. WATER AND AIR HAVE BEEN EXCESSIVELY POLLUTED FOR
YEARS. Food is unhealthy: frozen, instant, heated through, lacking vital essences, full of
artificial fertilisers, etc. Moreover, people are also LOSING THEIR IMMUNITY as a result
of competitiveness and an exhausting scramble to make a living. The Sky above us is
crisscrossed by TV, computer, mobile phone, and other technical radiations that
SHATTER THE NATURAL RHYTHMS OF BODY CELLS, leading to MORE AND
MORE PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENTS AND HEALTH PROBLEMS. Decades ago,
scientists from Sorbonne University researched and warned the public about such damage
(check the book Cosmic Clocks). This is also what American microbiologist Bruce Lipton,
Ph.D., a former Stanford University professor, writes about and speaks about all over the world.
But what the future has in store for us – 5G high-frequency technology (its effects on health
have still not been verified), state of the art digital technology, and cameras on every corner,
in every single dark recess – is and will obviously be the final straw. The bodies of living
beings will no longer be able to defend themselves against all the pollution they are receiving
on a daily basis. OUR BODIES ARE NOT RUBBISH BINS! Contemporary and 5G
technologies are extremely aggressive towards human (etheric) subtle and physical bodies. And
legions of experts from all over the world have been pointing this out. 5G technology has
allegedly already been rolled out in parts of Ljubljana. It can be sensed a kilometre away in
the surrounding hills. I became upset when I suddenly sensed ‘unknown vibrations’ in our
house. I heard silent sounds that did not have their source within the house. Anyhow: just
take a look at maps of the expanding 5G networks and you will see that this (additional,
excessive?) technology is present exactly in the areas where the largest number of people have
been falling ill and dying during the coronavirus pandemic (Lombardy/Northern Italy;
Wuhan/China, etc.) OUR BODIES ARE OBVIOUSLY UNABLE TO PROCESS THE
DIGITAL POLLUTION we are receiving on top of everything else. Because there is TOO
MUCH OF IT or because it is TOO STRONG! BECAUSE IT IS TOO DESTRUCTIVE.
The capitalist and materialist profit-making mindset – to possess and earn as much as
possible, even though you don’t need it! – is making many people blind. They don’t see
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anything, they don’t hear anything, they don’t know anything... They refuse to know!
Well, they claim (!?) there’s nothing to be done in such a polluted situation: digitalisation and
computer-mobile phone businesses are worth billions! This is obviously the only thing that
matters. Who on earth would give this up for the common good? Instead, many people
blindly brag about how this crisis has triggered an even speedier DIGITALISATION, much
faster than in previous years!? Even older people are being forced into digitalisation. These
people with poor vitality are having to pay their bills online. And this serves the purpose of
surveillance, too. The school system forces children to sit at a computer screen all day long.
This is not something to boast about! How come so few people see these dangerous
companions in our daily lives? Has everyone lost their sensitivity to the environment, to the
invisible world that determines the material world? In the past, it was only the most sensitive
that survived, those who could perceive in a timely fashion the invisible and inaudible
vibrations and currents in the environment. Like for example magnetic cosmic radiation. PITY
THE CHILDREN OF TOMORROW, who so love their ‘smart phones’ that they have them
by their side the whole time. Even worse is the fact that newborn babies are now being isolated
and taken away from their mothers infected with coronavirus. The first contacts of a newborn
baby with its mother (and breastfeeding) are crucial and essential for life. If these children feel a
lack of loving attention in their very first days, they will end up searching for it their whole
lives. Nothing will be able to replace this lack. Such a separation from the mother’s energy aura
and protection can even be fatal.
Oh, and the animals, which are even more sensitive than people. Living side by side with
humans, they are completely powerless and cannot defend themselves from the greed and
foolishness of humanity. But animals, too, are part of the sacred circle of all living beings on
Earth. The measures being imposed upon them during this coronavirus crisis are merciless
(they are allowed to go for a walk and tend to their needs only once or twice in 24 hours). I’ve
also heard that in India, elephants, which have excellent memories (and even remarkable
comprehension), have started taking their revenge on people for their lack of compassion,
and they are increasingly stampeding through entire villages – even trampling on people’s
homes.
Slovenian pilot, Janez Lenarčič, who researches global air pollution, recently told TV Slovenia
that more people in the world die from pollution than from the coronavirus. One more
environmentalist who sees the present situation differently from those who govern and frighten
us!
When the world came to a standstill for 14 days in the second half of March, the quality of
air improved by as much as 40%, and waters became clearer. Astonished people in Venice
stared at clear waters once again. Is this evidence not proof of how poorly humans treat their
environment? And of how, in this rat race, nature hardly waits for humans to ease off a bit
with pollution. We should allow nature to self-regenerate without our destructive interference.
It has that power. The same with our bodies. We should allow ourselves to cleanse and
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regenerate ourselves. And as we know, in Bhutan, where the authorities still care about human
happiness and where the basic measure for everything is its Gross National Happiness Index,
there have been no fatalities during this world crisis and only one person has reportedly been
infected.
Then there is also the question why the media is singing the praises of DIGITALISATION
and even the monitoring of individuals’ mobile phones? CONTROL, control... But we have
the promise of the fundamental right to freedom written down in our constitution... What
freedom? It is indeed a privilege to have the freedom to not be enslaved by, and to stay far
away from, digital technology. However, there are many people who (still) do not think this
way and who are thoughtlessly becoming addicted to contemporary technology and its
destructive radiations, even though everyone complains about how bad they feel after working 8
to 10 hours in front of a computer. It is highly likely that digital radiation (especially 5G
radiation) is very harmful. The proof of that are the HIGH MORTALITY RATES IN
AREAS WITH A HIGH CONCENTRATION OF SUCH RADIATION or in those areas
where radiation has been present for quite some time. 5G technology is already being rolled out
all around the world even though no analysis of it has been carried out so far.
I’m going to tell you a story of mine. I am one of those rare sensitive people who are still able
to feel the cosmic and earthly pulse, as well as the ‘sounds’ of the stars and the planets. I
feel similar to our distant ancestors who had the ability to feel this and to whom the Sky
and the Earth were sacred. An important part of my mission is to reconnect people with
healthy rhythms and teach them how to restore a healthy connection; to teach them about
harmonising ALL-CONNECTEDNESS with the supporting vibrations (frequencies) that
gift us with THE STRENGTH OF THE BODY AND SPIRIT, AS WELL AS WITH
IMMUNITY to everything bad. I employ so-called cosmic sound-energy surgery to cleanse
and strengthen living beings, which in turn restores the fullness of life into their bodies and
souls. 25 years ago, I put my first mobile phone into my rucksack and headed out for a hike.
Within a few minutes, I had the feeling that my heart chakra (the energy centre above the
heart, between the shoulder blades) was going to fall out, at a point exactly where my small
rucksack was touching my body. I became nauseous. I was startled. Look at that! And they said
those little gadgets are not harmful!? Come on! Unfortunately, today’s monopolistic
MEDICINE (STILL) DISREGARDS PEOPLE’S ETHERIC BODIES AND ENERGY
POTENTIAL AND THIS IS WHY IT LACKS TRUE INSIGHT INTO THE
WHOLISTIC SYSTEM OF LIVING BEINGS, which includes their energy (read: vital)
potentials that determine a person’s vitality. And this should certainly be an important aspect
of a good diagnosis! So ignorance gives birth not only to INCORRECT OPINIONS and
discoveries, but also to incorrect DECISIONS about the processes and treatments of a
disease. For that reason, using large quantities of chemical substances, the medical profession
so often places additional burdens on human organisms. By failing to see what is going on in
etheric bodies – is the energy flow in them free or disrupted, are they filled with slime, are
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there any blocks, what is the energy flow like, is there an insufficiency of energy – medical
doctors can quickly place additional burdens on an already burdened body, through their use
of invasive examinations, chemical substances, and operations. But when a body falls victim to
all those seemingly healing treatments and the person then dies, medical staff will usually
merely say: “Well, he simply could not handle it!?” Who could not handle it? Doctors ought
to know when it is right to add chemicals that harm subtle bodies, when to undertake procedures
on a body and when not to. If there’s too much of everything, not even a bull can ‘swallow’
it, according to a folk saying.
And there is something else that people still fail to consider as a potential destroyer of our
well-being: THE ECOLOGY OF NOISE. No attention whatsoever has yet been paid to it.
These days, noise is present everywhere and at every hour. But, since sound is actually
everything there is (including the tangible material world that has a lower vibration outside of
our hearing field), we should be paying far more attention to the effects of sound. Our
ancestors living before the Common Era were members of sensitive AURAL
CIVILISATIONS, whereas we belong to NEW-AGE VISUAL CULTURES. Our ancestors
perceived what we stopped perceiving long ago. MODERN MUSIC, especially countless
genres of popular music and music for entertainment, is unfortunately most often very
destructive. NO ONE IS INTERESTED IN WHAT IT IS ACTUALLY DOING TO
HUMAN BODIES AND SOULS. And then there is the noise of the street, noise from
neighbours, from apartments downstairs, from factories; in offices we are bombarded by
multiple computers simultaneously, from all sides... Loudness, disharmonious sounds and
rhythms (which have not yet been sufficiently researched) are certainly of benefit to no one.
The effects of 5G vibrations on people have not yet been verified, but sensitive people can feel
them very well. We can even hear them. These vibrations are not imperceptible, they are very
disturbing and bring DISHARMONY, disorder, into living beings, which leads to numerous
problems.
Healing treatments are in fact distinct frequency modulations. ‘Bio-energy therapists’ know
this. THE TRANSFER OF HARMONIOUS CELL WAVES AND RHYTHMS MUST BE
ABLE TO FLOW FREELY FROM CELL TO CELL! At a true, basic physical and
undistorted frequency. Scientists from Sorbonne, Michel Gauquelin, and Bruce Lipton,
Ph.D. have also spoken out about this. Blockages (frequency congestions) can occur if
harmonious rhythms/frequencies are disturbed. Organs fail to get enough life energy, leading to
damage and disease. If the air we breathe is polluted, if the food we eat is of low-quality, if
the water we drink is infected (standards are unfortunately being adjusted to match current
norms, which means that water is always officially acceptable, regardless of whether it is
acceptable or not), if we drink alcohol and coffee, if we are in a hurry, are angry, if we are
excessively worried about making ends meet and if we are shattering our own harmony
with destructive emotions and thoughts: all of this DISRUPTS HEALTHY CELL
ENERGY (rhythmical, undulating) TRANSFER. If we listen to destructive, noisy,
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disharmonious sounds, and, on top of that, stuff our body with physical toxins (such as alcohol,
cigarette smoke, chemical substances, painkillers) when our body actually is asking and
warning us to stop and to treat it to a much needed rest, or if we take supplements and pills
that make us feel better, we will merely be bringing disorder and a false (instant) sense of
well-being into our body. All of these toxins will then need to be cleansed from the body,
otherwise we will suddenly sink into powerlessness as a result of this toxicity. We will not be
able to clean up our ‘room’ (our body), if we don’t clean it regularly or if we stick to the habits
that are ruining us. We should be WATCHING OUR REACTIONS in a disciplined way
and say NO to the impulses (including sensual and mental ones) that ruin us. It is far
better to prevent these ruining agents from entering our body. Tibetans say: ‘Get angry just
once and you will no longer be whole!’ To be whole means to be healed, healthy, and in
peace.
Croatian doctor Lidija Gajski has stated that coronavirus patients in China were prescribed
special CHEMICAL COCKTAILS, made up of antibiotics, corticosteroids, chloroquine
and other still unverified “medications” (chemicals). Many are said to have died because
these chemical cocktails had overburdened their already OVERBURDENED bodies!
Continuing to ignore such risk factors, mainstream medicine uses various burdensome
(poisonous) substances that often do overburden the body during invasive examinations and
treatments. Almost every medicine has side effects. And EVERYONE IS LEFT TO
THEMSELVES DURING THE PROCESS OF CLEANSING THOSE SIDE EFFECTS.
Left in their frailty and helplessness, if the side effects were too many.
It is known that the medical profession and pharmaceutical industry work together in a
joint profit-oriented alliance. Governments around the world are already planning
MANDATORY VACCINATIONS for coronavirus. Yet another burden on the body, leading
to REDUCED IMMUNITY and HIGHER MORTALITY. Physical impairments are
possible due to these vaccinations, as is confirmed by current practice, by assiduous
campaigners and groups of parents resisting vaccination. For years now, many have opposed
such methods for disease eradication, diseases which can actually be (unintentionally) caused by
those very same methods themselves. Nobody wants to sacrifice their child for the common
good, when, after vaccination, there’s a risk of the child becoming disabled (if their levels
of vitality and energy potential are low). IF A PERSON IS VACCINATED WHILE IN A
STATE OF LOW ENERGY (LOW VITALITY), VACCINES CAN CAUSE GREAT
HARM. EVEN DEATH.
But to no avail, when mainstream medicine is still disinclined to take into account a person’s
energy potential, possible blockages, and deficiencies. Not only that: they ridicule ancient
healing wisdoms (and the ancestors), saying that their claims and teachings are nonsense,
teachings like, for example, the ancient Indian ayurvedic and Chinese traditional medicines,
which both knew how to detect a person’s energy currents and pathways (meridians). I
wonder how they would comment on the ancient Slavic medicine. So, who is truly wise in this
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case? The pharmaceutical industry surely wants widespread vaccination in order to make a
big profit. Such repression using mandatory vaccination would probably lead to many deaths
and injuries, probably more than comes from annual winter virus infections, i.e. respiratory
illnesses. But nobody will count those figures and put them in the public domain. Why should
they? The virus infections of previous years were purportedly not subject to precise research, as
to why and how. The general public behave as if corona virus is to blame for the current
state of affairs. No – WE ARE TO BLAME – WE HUMANS ALONE! This ever greater
frailty and lack of immunity has been brought about by our general weakness and a lack
of psycho-physical immunity in the all-pervading pollution of the environment, as well as
by our foolish approach to the essences that are crucial for life. HUMANITY IS AT A
CRITICAL POINT! At the tipping point, at the point of possible COLLAPSE.
We live in a world of frequencies, whether we want to admit it or not. THE UNIVERSE IS A
‘BIG ORCHESTRA’, playing its unique symphony. If any member of this orchestra – our
planet or us – is playing out of tune, then instead of harmony we will have disharmony in the
Universe and on Earth. Actually, every problem and illness is, at its core, disharmony. It is
very important to be able to recognise this disharmony. IF YOU IDENTIFY IT, YOU
CAN ELIMINATE IT. With the help of the HYGIENE OF THE SPIRIT (by becoming
aware of your mistakes and meditating), through the processes of ATTENTIVE SELFCLEANSING (at all levels of your being, both physical and spiritual), and with the help of socalled ENERGY ‘SURGERIES’, we will once again start resonating as a whole and
harmoniously. Humanity and the world will once again be able to RESONATE
MELLIFLUOUSLY. In harmony. LIFE is a distinct ALCHEMY! An echo of everything we
do and of everything that we are part of.
THE WORLD STOPPED because leaders across the world wanted it so (according to Gajski,
we will need to be in isolation for up to 18 months if we want to stop the virus, which is
almost impossible as the world would then truly come to a complete stop and crash
economically). All of this will lead to enormous economic damage and the ban on work will
leave many people without any means of making a living. Elective medical procedures have
been put on hold, which is why it is most likely that many will die due to late treatments once
COVID-19 stops frightening the world. Culture workers and artists left unemployed and in
isolation, small business owners, and sole traders will not survive such long coronavirus
sanctions. Many will completely shut down their work and go bankrupt. So, what will be the
damage and what will be the benefit of all the adopted measures? We are all asking ourselves:
WHAT IS WISE AND WHAT IS NOT.
It seems that ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION, along with the pollution of HUMANS, is
the first to be blamed for the situation we are in. What is happening is an important
WARNING! Doctor Gajski from Croatia warns that there is (currently) no cure for those
viruses: some infected people do die as they lack the strength to fight it. She says that until now,
we have been strengthening our immunity by simply recovering from viruses which mutate
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every year (now even every month) and which are getting more and more powerful by the
year. That is our annual, traditional battle with them, a process through which people GAIN
IMMUNITY. Through what is called HERD IMMUNITY people become stronger and more
prepared for the viruses that will surprise us in years to come. Unfortunately, this year the
process has been disrupted, which means the virus may well be much stronger in 2021 and
our fight against it weaker, more difficult, more deadly! So, why are we doing this
disservice to ourselves? Who benefits from it? A lockdown has not been imposed in Sweden,
due to the effects of a nation gaining immunity. The British were initially of the same
opinion, but later succumbed to the pressure of the World Health Organization (WHO),
which had issued warnings to Europeans and Americans about the potential consequences of
the coronavirus well before the virus epidemic was over in China and before it was even
possible to determine what kind of virus it was and what were its effects. The WHO thus
managed to propagate various measures simply on the basis of assumptions and before the
disease was researched and properly analysed. This triggered a (reckless?) wave of different
reactions and measures. The European Union showed its face – every country reacted in its
own way and solely for its own benefit. The weaponless war continues.
The Hopi Indians carefully safeguard their prophecies, passing them on to future generations.
These prophecies warn that the world will shortly implode and that electronics and
computers will completely stop working at a certain moment. Will we know how to live in
such a situation? The Siberians say that a general break-down of modern technology (which
is destructive and completely unnecessary for a healthy life) might happen within a few
years (around the year 2025). But let’s put prophecies to one side, you can choose to believe
them or not. The future will show who was right. The prophecies of the Mayans and North
American Indians claim that with the 21st century we’re entering the Fifth Earth: the old is
coming to an end and something entirely new is beginning. And this new may well bring a
profound (technological) reversal; even going back to that which has been lost – to the
forgotten ethical values of CO-EXISTING WITH EVERYTHING, no more harming
whoever and whatever. We shall see how much harm or benefit we will accumulate in this
transitional period of great tests, disasters, and manifold nuisances; how wise we will be and
how we will understand the silent messages and warnings sent to us by the Earth and life on it,
which, in ill and painful situations, DEMAND THAT HUMANITY undertakes special social
ventures and CHANGES.
In the current situation this year, we’ve learned to be a bit more alone with ourselves for
longer periods of time; we have turned to frugality and resourcefulness in all areas. We have
finally started to once again respect our own self-sufficiency, our own food production
(farmers), and our own Slovene manufacturing industry. Under a distinct hypnosis, in fear of
an invisible enemy, we have once again found the path that leads to ourselves, to our
essence. Our previously blurred compassion has been reactivated and we have restored at least
some of the once so revered ALL-CONNECTEDNESS AND COMPASSION for everything
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around us. Contemporary humans unfortunately lost their all-connectedness a long time
ago. They lost their connection with the Sky and Earth and especially their empathy for
other living beings and life forms. But now, all of a sudden, numerous people have once again
become aware of the circle of life and death and of everything that is good – of everything
we have, but had failed to appreciate: a slice of bread, an apple, a bowl of fresh salad are once
again precious. Pleasant and inspirational is the sight of blossoming trees that invite us to pause
beneath their crowns, promising fruit in the autumn. The beauty of flowers is thrilling, in its
silent way making us cheerful. WE WANT SILENCE AND BENEFICENT SOUNDS.
Actually, for the most part, people have had a bit of respite from the fast pace of life, which
we never thought would stop or slow down even for one instant. The world before this had
been spinning like crazy. When people hit rock bottom, when they fall ill, when they lose
their dear ones or something they took for granted – or when they are threatened in some
other way – that’s when they spontaneously revisit and evaluate all that is good and bad in
their lives. They review everything, their spirit soars, and they set NEW VALUES in life. Life
starts resonating differently. But above all, they introduce MORE RESONANCE AND
HARMONY into their consciousness. That is how human evolution on our plant unfolds.
IF, IN THE FUTURE, WE WANT TO BE ABLE TO DEAL WITH EVERYTHING we
ourselves have fabricated within our profit-oriented mindset and desire for comfort, for the
technological comfort which is unfortunately ruining us; if we want to be able to cope with
the problems of modernity, diseases, and the viruses that are becoming ever stronger and deadly,
then we must FIRST IDENTIFY WHAT MAKES US WEAK AND WHAT IS EATING
INTO OUR STRENGTH. WE WILL FIRST NEED TO TACKLE THE POLLUTION OF
THE PLANET AND ENVIRONMENT, AS WELL AS THE POLLUTION OF OUR
OWN BODY AND SPIRIT. If we do that, THERE WILL NO LONGER BE SUCH
VIOLENT OUTBREAKS OF (viral or any other) DISEASES that have, in many respects,
taken us beyond the hardships experienced during times of war.
May a HOPE for the better turn into FAITH. May the TRUTH BECOME CLEAR and
INSPIRE US FOR THE FUTURE. It is well worth carrying out meticulous RESEARCH,
reflecting and VERIFYING what the effects of all new ideas, knowings, stray paths,
decrees, and deeds will be, and WHAT IS REALLY CAUSING DAMAGE AND WHAT
IS NOT; WHAT RUINS US AND WHAT STRENGTHENS US, WHAT OFFERS US
INSPIRATION FOR CHANGE, WHAT BLURS OUR VISION AND WHAT SHOWS US
THE PATHS INTO THE BETTER AND MORE VALUABLE, INTO THE FULLNESS
OF CO-EXISTENCE, ENABLING US TO SURVIVE IN CRITICAL SITUATIONS.
After all, a human being is a miracle, that’s what the ancient Egyptians always maintained,
primarily their great and sacred man and teacher Hermes Trismegistus, Hermes Thrice born,
several times born.
Mira Omerzel - Mirit, Ph.D.
10th April, 2020
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